
   

ALL LOCAL COUNCILS NEED A STAGE SYSTEM WITH SPECIFIC CHARACTERISTICS  but it is 
very important for such official purposes that the stage be fully certified and as versatile as possible.
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STAGE FOR 
 TOWN HALLS
AND COUNCIL EVENTS

All local councils need a stage system with 
specific characteristics, but it is very important 
for such official purposes that the stage be fully 
certified and as versatile as possible. 

Our platforms and accessories meet both these 
requirements: All the components used in setting 
up a stage have the relevant certificates and 
have been specially designed to adapt to any 
space where the set-up will be located.

GUIL, Because 
SAFETY comes first

We manufacture 6 models of modular stage platform to give a solution for any type of event.  All 
of them are made with reinforced aluminium profiles and a 100% Finnish birch panel made with 
phenolic resin between the plywood layers with water-resistant and fire-retardant treatments so they 
can be used outdoors. 
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 SAFETY, QUALITY &
STRENGTH

As we are a manufacturer we can make special sizes and shapes as well as decks with 
different finishes: plywood panels with a non-slip top layer transparent panel, or panels with 
holes in for special effects such as smoke, liquids or foam, panels with a diamond plate 
aluminium or rubber top layer, etc.

By using a GUIL professional stage system, each town can make set-ups with different spe-
cifications so that they can cater for whatever event the local community needs them for, 
from small stage set-ups or large stages for the most demanding event.

GUIL stage platforms offer the best solution for any kind of event and above all the highest 
level of health and safety compliance shown by our independent certificates. 
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Choose GUIL products, 
Choose SAFETY for your EVENTS

WE MANUFACTURE A WIDE RANGE OF ACCESSORIES AND COMPLEMENTS to cover all the                  
requirements of your project:

Legs: We manufacture 6 different types of legs (PTA5-F: fixed height legs for a specific platform height, 
PTA5-N: fixed height legs with leveller, PTA5-T: telescopic legs for an adjustable platform height (or uneven 
terrain), PTA5-D: telescopic leg with adjustable leveller, PTA5-P: telescopic legs with locking pin and adjustable 
leveller, PTA5-R: Angle-adjustable telescopic leg for a perfect for set-ups on a slope or for ramps).

Connectors: a wide variety of connectors to join and level GUIL platforms.
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Choose GUIL products, 
Choose SAFETY for your EVENTS

Access stair – We manufacture 3 models of Access stairs, all made in reinforced aluminium:

- Folding adjustable aluminium stairs with handrail Ref. ECP
- Aluminium modular access stair with fixed height legs Ref. ECD
- Aluminium step modules with 3 fixed legs and 1 with leveller Ref. ECT. Note: two handrails are included with   
  stairs with 4 steps or more (ref. ECT20-80).

Safety rails for the perimeter of the stage Ref. TMQ (reinforced aluminium). 2m, 1m and 0.5 m lengths.

Ramps: Set of various components to create ramps using GUIL Platforms. Ref. RMP

Seats: Convert your platforms into a grandstand or tiered seating. Ref. A-1/G

Wheels: Convert your decks into a rolling stage.

Transport and storage trolleys/dollies for decks. We manufacture many types of trolleys to satisfy any need.

Strengthening braces: Additional accessory to reinforce platforms for high stages ART

Accessories and Adaptors for Platforms.



Platforms with wooden panel and 
scissor style base (5 heights):

Platforms with wooden panel and plug-in legs (interchangeable):

TM440 (1200 Kg/m2)  

TM440XL (1400 Kg/m2) 
TM440XXL (1600 Kg/m2)

TM300 (750 Kg/m2) Ideal for tiered platforms  

TM441 (750 kg/m²)     

For more information on stage platforms for Town Halls and Council Events, please click on the 
following links:
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https://guil.es/en/products/professional-aluminium-platform-ref-tm440/
https://guil.es/en/products/professional-aluminium-platform-ref-tm440xl/
https://guil.es/en/products/professional-aluminium-platform-ref-tm440xxl/
https://guil.es/en/products/professional-aluminium-platform-ref-tm300/
https://guil.es/en/products/aluminium-steel-scissor-platform-5-height-positions-ref-tm441/
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http://www.guil.es
https://www.youtube.com/user/1983GUIL
https://www.facebook.com/GUIL.events
https://www.instagram.com/guilspain/?hl=es
https://www.linkedin.com/company/guil/

